For detection of a permanent and precisely-modeled change in distribution of iid observations, Page's test is optimal. When employed to detect a transient change between known distributions, Page's test is a GLRT. However, the situation of interest here is of transient of unknown scale parameter: a fixed Page procedure tuned to a "short-and-loud' signal uses heavy biasing and low threshold, a combination ill-suited to a "long-but-quiet" signal. We offer an easy alternative to the standard Page: it uses a constant bias and a time-varying threshold. The idea is that the above shorr signals are detected quickly before post-termination data has a chance to refute them; and that evidence for a long signal is allowed to build, rather than being summarily discarded too early. Results show that the approach works quite well.
INTRODUCTION
Many signal-processing applications require the detection of a change occurring in a sequence of observed data [2] . Of interest in this paper are transient signals that are of unknown strength and location but with temporal contiguity.
The quickest detection of a change in distributions, occurring at unknown time points, is an old but important problem. The Page (or cusum) test 191 is optimal for the "quickest" permanent change detection in the sense that it minimizes the worst-case average delay to detection given an average distance between false alarms [6] . Now consider further the detection of a transient signal, which amounts to the notification of a temporary change in distribution. Mathematically. the independent observation sequence where N is the sample length, n, and nd represent the occurrence of a transient, and fo and f i are the distributions respectively off and on the change. The Page test forms and declares a detection when Z,, exceeds a threshold h, where the function g is (asymptotically) optimally the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) log(fi(x)/fo(x)) 161. Suppose both fo and f i are known, then the Page test using the LLR as g(z) becomes a GLRT with respect to the unknown parameters n, and nd [ 5 ] . Figure 2 is that a long-and-quiet transient is better served by a small negative bias and a high threshold but ill-served by the large bias and low threshold designed for short-and-loud transient signals; and vice versa.
Since it is not unnatural in practice that some transients are short-and-loud, while Some are long-and-quiet, we argue that: ar all rimes; and that a Page test designed for L = 100 uses corresponding approximate fued values 42.99 and -1.38. The VTP scheme varies its threshold and bias dynamically as a function of the time since the last reset-to-zero, and thus we wish to stress that although the two pairs of curves are notionally similar, they are functionally completely different. The aggregate SNR SL necessary to achieve P d = 80% and T = lo6 in the fixed scheme is plotted in the left figure. A useful scheme should detect any rransirnr sip nal whose overall derecrability P d exceeds a given value, given rhe average number of samples herween false alarms be ar least T.
It is reasonable to ask whether the Page test (2) can be improved by appropriate modification. We propose a simple adaptive Page procedure.
THE VARIABLE THRESHOLD PAGE TEST
We first consider the Gaussian shift-in-variance case, with for which the corresponding LLR is obtained, and thus for simplicity we take the update as g(x) = xz -w . 
(4)
since the variance c2 = 3 + 1, where SL is the aggregate SNR for the L-length transient.
Since we are interested in the detection of time-contiguous transients with unknown location and strength, then the problem is to determine the correct bias and threshold in Page test. Consequently we seek an adaprive test with time-varying biases and thresholds. However, it is quickly seen to be infeasible, since not only is this a hopelessly complex problem. but it is also a multiobjective optimization. Note that Page's test can be intelpreted as consecutive sequential probability ratio tests (SPRT's) with lower threshold zero and upper threshold h. Thus, we propose a heuristic by which the bias and threshold sequence can be set, using the bias and thresholds of the fixed-style Page tests. In essence, the idea is to keep the bias constant, and to adjust the detectability solely through the threshold. We summarize the variable threshold Page (VTP) procedure as follows:
1. Select a minimum performance level that is acceptable. That is, select T , the average number of samples between false alarms; and select the probability of detection P d below which an ''alert'' would be of unacceptably-low fidelity. Example values might be = lo6 and Pd = 80%.
2. It is assumed that the pdf's fo and fl differ only in a single parameter A. Determine this parameter Ax and a corresponding threshold such that a fixed optimal Page test would detect a transient signal (of length k ) in which fl has parameter X i with performance T and Pd, Vk t { l , N}.
3. The implementation is as a series of sequential tests according to 
for k = 1,. . . , N , where bk and hk are the constant bias and threshold designed for transients with length exactly k , and b, is the constant bias for the VTP scheme. Here br is the bias for an fl having parameter exactly Xk.
. The bias b and thresholds { h ( k ) } are adjusted recursively
It is worth emphasizing that we rely on the Markov-chain analysis using the FFT-based procedure [5, 121 to evaluate both 
RESULTS
For the Guassian shift-in-variance case, the bias and thresholds for the variance-based VTP scheme are plotted in figure 2 . It is noted in figure 1 that no fixed Page test provides constant delectability of equally-detectable transients. There is, however, a tendency for a Page test designed for an intermediate transient length (e.g. L = 250) to be at least acceptable for a wide range of signal strength and length: however, it is shown that the VTP scheme offers a nice improvement even over this. From figure 3, a healthy improvement over a wide range of signal strengths is observed. The new VTP scheme achieves nearly the performance of the "envelope" (see figure 1 ) of all fixed Page tests designed for specific transient signal lengths: basically, it is as good as it can be. The good match between analysis and simulation results indicates that the Markov-chain analysis of provides a good estimate of P d when the number of quantization levels is 213. Increasing quantization levels can further increase the accuracy.
More General Transient Types
That observation from [lo] was our motivation in this research: the only apparent degree of non-robustness of the variance-based Page procedure was in its need to know the transient's power level, and its variable threshold (VTP) version does not need that. Thus, we study the performance of the variance-based VTP test as a function of the transient signal's form and strength. The signal model is Ho:x = w (8) n < n , a n d n , + M < n 5 N. Sd: -Narrowband burst: sq is created by passing white Gaussian noise through a narrowband filter, whose bandwidth is 0.3a, and whose center frequency is chosen randomly.
Certainly this is not an exhaustive menu of transients, but a wide range is covered. We apply the VTP detector (the Gaussian shiftin-variance case) to the above transients' detection, where P d = .8, T = lo6 and N = 128. The assumptions on which the VTP procedure is built are those of SI: the detector is weakly suited to S,, and would seem to be ill-suited for either Sz or S,.
To illustrate the performance of our VTP detector, we compare it to the basic and improved "power-law" statistics [X, I I] , and the "maximum" detector [7] . The later was found [ I O ] to provides the best performance over a wide range of transients; however, it requires the knowledge of M , and it shows considerable sensitivity as regards this parameter. We plot P, versus the aggregate SNR in figure 4 , in which P , . = It is noted that the VTP procedure provides very close performance to that of the "maximum" detector in all four situations. This is exciting, as we recall that h f is tuned in the "maximum" detector and that our VTP test requires no such prior information. It is additionally noted that the VTP procedure provides performance superior to even the improved power-law detector T,z in most cases, with the exception of SZ (essentially a tie) in which the transient is highly narrowband.
The VTP Idea in Other Statistical Situations
The informing application for the VTP test was in the detection of realistic transient signals via a search for elevated variance. However, the approach can he used for other statistical models as well, and here we present the Exponential and the Gaussian shifl-in- 
SUMMARY
Notionally, a transient signal that is long-and-quiet and one that is short-and-loud aught to have approximately the same detectability. However. these two engender very different Page tests, and, unfortunately, the test designed for one can work quite poorly for the other. Consequently, in this paper, an variable threshold Page (VTP) processor has been developed: it uses a constant bias, but has a threshold that adaptively changes with the number of samples since the most recent reset.
The new detector has been studied extensively in the Gaussian shift-in-mean and shift-in-variance and Exponential shift-in-scale cases. It works very well, and in many cases it nearly traces the "envelope" of performances achievable with the best Page processors tuned to each transient length -the proposal is reasonable but ad-hoc, but apparently we could d o little better.
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Transient detection is interesting because one does not know in advance the sort of transient signal one has to look for. Many transient detectors are tuned to one type of transient and comparatively blind to others. What tends to unite transient signals of practical interest, however, is that they are an organized agglomeration of energy into contiguous (or nearby) time samples. Now, assuming a unit-variance ambient (as would be available after normalization), a transient detector that assumes nothing hut this local scale-change -and one that is reasonably insensitive to other characteristics such as spectrum -is that based on the Page StNclure for Gaussian shift-in-variance. This detector was previously shown to he both robust (against transient type) and very good; its only small disadvantage was the tuning that it needed in terms of the strength (power) of the transient. The VTP test developed here has removed even the need for that knowledge.
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